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1. Introduction 

Modelling, analysis, and performance evaluation constitute an important aspect of the design and 
operation of distributed processing systems. In this context, Petri nets and their extensions have 
emerged as graphical modelling tools of significant practical value1,'. The research work reporred in 
this thesis is concerned with the development of Petri net-based techniques for the modelling, analys~s, 
and performance evaluation of distributed processing systems. As the application areas of our 
techniques, we focus on flexible manufacturing systems (FMSs)' and multiprocessorsd, which 
represent two important areas of current interest. 

In the area of FMSs, we prQpose techniques, all based on nets, for modelling, logical analysis, and 
quantitative performance evaluation. For modelling and logical analysis, we employ classical Petri 
nets'.' and coloured Petri nets (CPWS)~. For performance evaluation, we use generalized stochastic 
Perri nets (GSPNS)~ .~  and Petri nets with deterministic and stochastic firing times (DSPNs)'. In the 
area of multiprocessors, we consider the performance evaluation of a fault-tolerant multiprocessor, 
FTMP, used in real-time air-traffic control aplications, using GSPNs and DSPNs. The investigations 
carried out in this thesis have significant potential in the design and operation of other classes of 
distributed systems as well. 

2. Analytical contributions 

The main analytical results of this thesis and their significance are presented below. 

(i) A useful paradigm, called the union of Petri nets, is proposed to facilitate a systematic bottom up 
construction of Petri net models of FMSs. A coloured Petri-net model also can be obtained in a 
similar way using the concept of union ofcoloured Petri nets. The idea is to view the overall Petri-net 
model of an FMS as the union of the Petri-net models of the individual operations or subsystems of 
the FMS. This hierarchical philosophy of model construction is followed throughout the thesis to 
obtain Petri net or coloured Petri net models of FMSs. The resulting models could be used in 
conducting a logical analysis of the FMS or in designing efficient data structures and algorithms for 
the FMS simulation. 

(ii) The second contribution of this thesis is in the computation of invariants of Petri nets and 
coloured Petri nets using the concept of net union. We develop a method of computing the invariants 
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of the uniurl of Petr: nets/colourcd P d n  ncts In ternis o i  the invariants of the individual nets and orcc 
peisn, uIlder certain conditions. These rerults are immed!ately applicable in the process of hierarchical 
consiruction of net models of FMSs. The computed invariants can be used In ver i fy~ng/~nvest igat i~~ 

important properPies such as iiniteness of rcsources/bullerr, exr?:ence/dbsence of deadlocks, 
and specification erron. 

(tri) Thc GSPN models of flexible indnufacturlng systems can be refined by using DSPN rnodels 
whch allow deterministic firing times in addition to exponent~ally distnbuled tiring times. These 
DSPN models, however, will have concurrcutiy enabled detcrinin~stic transitions and as a result, the 
existing analysis methods for DSPNs are not applicable We obtain a set of s~~fic ient  cond~tions under 
which a DSPN model can be andyzed usnig the powerful regeneratwe simulation technique. We 
argue that the DSPN models of our intaest sadsfy the above conditions and can therefore be 
analyzed using regenerative simolalion lo obtain more accuratc and realistic performance estimates 
than in the case of the GSPN models. 

3. Appiications 

The analytical res~~its obtainel? in this thesis have found use in three mdjor applications: (I) deadlock 
investigatmn :n a real-life FMS, (ii) performance modelling of FMSs, and (iii] performance evaluation 
of a fault-tolerant multipmcescor. These application arc presented below. 

(i) Deadlocks represent a hghly undcsirablc phenomenon in resource sharing systems and their 
importance in the context of FMSs has been recognized only recently. A major contribution oi  th~a 
thesis is in invest~gating the existence/absence of deadlocks in a given FMS, using the invariants of a 
net model of the FMS. As a sienificant nractical illustration of this. we construct a Petri net model of a ~~ ~-~ 

real-life FMS, the General Electric FMS, at Erie, Pennsylvania, USA, in a hierarchical way and 
brmally prove the existence of several types of deadlocks in this system. We also suggest strategies to 
prevznt/avoid these deadlocks. As a complementary example, we consider a three-stage automated 
transfer line and prove that there can exist no deadlocks in this system under the assumed operating 
conditions. 

(ii) Quantitative performance evaluation is an essential part of the design and operation of FMSs8. 
A, a new appltcation of GSPNs, we show that GSPNs provide an effective modelling and 
performance evaluation tool for FMSs. We demonstrate the advantages of GSPNs by constructing 

and analyzing GSPN models of four illustrative manufacturrng systems-a three stage automated 
transfer line, a manufacturing ccll w~th material handling robots, a simple FMS with three machines 
and two part types, and the General Electric FMS. The analysis is carried out using a software 
package developed by us, for solving GSPN models DSPN models are also considered. 

(lii) FTMP (fault-tolerant multiprocessor) is an ultra-reliable real-time multiprocesso~ used in a n  
trafic control applications. A rtudy of the performance and reliability of the FTMP system assumes 
vital importance in view of its critical application. A closed queuemg network model of FTMP, 
developed In the literature, has been relined by us using GSPN and DSPN models. We show how 
GSPNs and DSPNs adequately capture several architectural and operational features of the FTMP 
system, not modelled by the closed queueing network. Specifically, we model the indiv~dual behaviour 
of the job classes, priorities for using the system bus, and degradable performance due to processor 
failures. 
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1. Introduction 

The planning problem in the firm typically involves multiple, often conflicting operational objectives 
whichare to be met subject to given resource constraints. The choice of a course of action from among 
many possible alternatives in this multi-objective decision problem is a crucial managerial function. 
The size and complexity of the problem in practical situations has stimulated attempts to  cast it in the 
form of a multi-objective decision making (MODM) model and obtain solutions with the use of 
mathematical All MODM techniques employ some form of preference information obtained 
from the decision maker (DM) to generate one or more solutions which are evaluated essentially on 
the basis of the associated levels of achievements of the  objective^^.^. 

The expected levels of achievement of the objectives alone, however, do not convey to a DM 
adequate information on the achievable performance, as a consequence of a chosen plan. The choice 
of an alternative course of action is, therefore, difficult to make without the knowledge of the 
achievable performance, measured through a set of indicators as a performance 'scenario'. 

Performance evaluation, which usually follows the implementation of a plan, involves a comparison 
of actual performance with a 'reference'. It is desirable, for the generation of internal control 
procedures, that the 'reference' be based on planned targets. 
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By changing the valuc ot y over a rangc in discrete steps, and obtaining the solutions the analyst can 
study the senshviey of the goal achievements and performance scenarios lo changes in the value of 
every PI. Thc thcsis describes an algorithm to generate the trade-oflidormation in the form of tables 
referred to as performance sensitivity tables (PST). The utility of a seilsilivity analysis of this type is 
considerable in providing an insight into the lateut trade-otk an~ong goals for desired changes In PIS. 
Thc algorithm provides the goal levels that may be ret to achieve a desired performance scenario, as 
agai~lst t a k i ~ ~ g  such information from the DM. Since it is possible for the analyst lo generate PSTs for 
reasonable increments of all PI values, the DM nezd not make serious value judgements on goal 
achievemenis to search for alternative solutions. The PSTs thus enable him not only to understand the 
implicit trade-offs in the decision situation better, but also plan on the basis of a desired performance 
scenario. 

This new methodology for planning lends itself well to the design of an interactive decision aid for 
planning. The design and software implementation of such a decision aid is described and sample 
screen menus illu$trating its use are given. 

4. Case studies 

The applicability of the new methodologies to specific planning prohlems is demonstrated through the 
formulation, soluiion and detailed analyses of planning models developedfor three real organizations. 
The organizations, chosen from both the manufacturing and service industry, diirer in the type of 
ownership, business activity and managerial goals. 

The first case is concerned wirh asset-liahilily management in a mediumsized public sector bank. 
The managemenl of the hank desires the acheivement of three major objectives relating to the 
disbursemeut of advances to various sections of the society and the gross interest margin. The model 
takes account of the consrraints imposed by the operating environment and the no& specified by the 
Government and the Reserve Bank of India. 

The Lwo other case studies deal with manufacturing organizations. These planning models seck to 
obtain a suitable product mix and reappropriation of profits towards dividends, retained earnings and 
employee welfare subject to demand and capacit) constraints. The performance indicators used vary 
from financial ratios to a variety of indicators relating to the social objectives, often determined hy 
government policies. 

Results for thc managements initial goal settings, thd non-dominated solution, the 'best' 
performance and a number of PSTs are presented for each of the three cases. It is shown that the 
analyst can suggest several 'preferred regions of operations' on the basis of the goal trade-off 
information. The methodology is shown to be effective despite the divers~ty of operations of rhe 
organizations. 
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A country's survival and growth depend on planning and utilisailon of its resources efficiently. For 
any plann~ng and decision-making systcm, technology information, forecasting and assessment are 
essential'. Rap~d technological progress and Increased rate of obsolescence of technologies 
necessitatz technological forecasting and assessment for any planning process In this regard, 
telezommu~~ication sector is typ~cally a high-technology area of industrial activity where obsolescence 
rate IS very high and it needs proper planning. Whlle telecommunication is a cardinal sector for 
modern society and country's socio-economic development. in Indla it is In a primitive stage with 
obsolete technologies, low quality and reliability of products and services, repeated imports and 
unsatisfactory performance in general. Among the various factors responsible for this unsatisfactory 
state, those related to technology are considered to he crucial. Attempts to ameliolate the Indian 
telecommunication sector has necessarily to be associated with the choice of suitable technologies. 
Further, to be ablz to avoid imports and to compete with other developed countries more 
aoph~sticated technologies a!-e required. The choice of technology decision, a strategic onr havmg 
long-term implications requires the application of modern management techniques"'. Also the choice 
of technology is a multiple criteria decision-making (MCDM) process. In view of the foregoing, 
technology forccast~ng and assessment have been performed with reference to telephones, teleprinters 
and switchlng equipment in the telecommi;nlcation sector. 

2. Objectiver. and methodology 

This study focuses on the three equipment and attempts to investigate Into the problems of technology 
requirements, forecat and assessment. More specilically the objectives a r c  (i) to ident~fy the exlsring 
and futnre technologies, (ii) to perform technology forecasting, and (ii~) to select alternativc and suitable 
technologies for India with the help of technology assessment. The methodology of the study IS based 
on a combination of technology-forecasting and assessment methods. By using Delphi and analytical 
h~erarchy process (AHP) methods, various best and suitable technologics among available ones 
(existing and future technologies) and their trend have been obtamed for the three equipment In 
Indian telecommunications. To generate information, a Delphi survey was conducted in three rounds 
and in all there were 73 panelists involved in the study. Delphi is an intuitive consensus of expert 
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opinion from large group of people in a systemstic nay4.5. The analysis was made at Four levels, 
namely, alternative technologies, alternative equipment. design technologies and manufacturing 
technologm For the three equipment. The prohable occurrence of various technologies has been 
forecast and the impact coefiicients of each one estimated. For selecting alternative and suitable 
technologies for the Indian environment, thc AHP has bcen used. The relevant parameters were 
identified with the help of literature and supported by the panelists. The AHP is a inultiple-objective 
multiple-criterion decision-making approach that employs a method of multiple paired comparison 
to rank order alternative solution to a problem formulated in hierarchical terms? The Delphi results 
were used as inputs to the 4HP for selection of alternative technologies. The combination of these 
techniques gives selected technologies and their trend for Indian telecommunication sector. The steps 
involved in choosing tcchnologies From available technologies are shown i n  fig. 1. The likely period of 
occurrence and impact coeific~ents mere obtained from technology forecasting exercise for 327 
tcchnologies relating to the three equipment. And the priority indicators were determined for the 1097 
technologies from technology assessment exercise. 

I 
Plocesseddz- I 
(group responses ! In the form of weights) i 

L-. 
7- 

r s " t abh~~ , . . ' i ; ~  
- 

FIG. 1. Steps involved in choosing technologies. 

3. Results and conclusion 

The selected technologies were obtained from technology forecasting and assessment exercises. The 
final choice of technologies was determined on the basis of the period of occurrence, the impact 
coeficient, the priority indicator and a number of other techno-economic parameters. Technology 
planning and policy imperatives regarding the final choice of technology, their import and indigenous 
development and commitment of resources have been obtained from this study. It is observed that 
future technologes are better than the existing ones on most criteria with respect to the three chosen 
equipment. Therefore, India has to develop newer technologies indigenously or import immediately to 
catch up with the latest trend in telecommunications oideveloped countries. Some of the conclusions 
underline the importance of component manufacturing technologies. 'The results of the study provide 
some direction towards the optimal use of resources In the telecommunication sector. Further, the 
study also figures out inadequacies in the candidate technologies thereby providing some clues for 
their rectification, and some direction towards the optimal use of resources. The trend of demand, the 
profile of costs, the requirements of manpower and the need for investment relating to the alternative 
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A solid rnodelkr far parametrically representable s11ape.t by D e e p  Krishnan. 
Research supervisor: L. M. Patnaik. 
Department: Computer Science and Automation. 

I. Introduction 

Computer-aided design (CAD) is ofparamonnt importance in industry. lnitlaily, C4D systems were 
two dimensional (2-D), but they could not provide computer assistance to mechanical engineering 
applications because thesc systems mvolve threc-dimensional (3-D) objects and the spatial relat~ons 
among them. To inodel such objects, CAD systems were extended to allow a volumetric approach, in 
which .;inpie soiids coald be added and subtracted to form more con~plex shapes. Such systems dre 
used for the design and manufacture of machine parts to producc tool paths for the nnmcrically 
controlled (NC) machining of parts and to enable robots to generate the required arm motions and 
gripper actions. Fxisting systems for this purpose include PADL', TIPS?, BUILDZ and many others. 
The misting geometric systems have some drawbacks. They are: I) shape operations involve a lot of 
computation and hence are slow in nature, 2) lack the ability to adequately handle parametr~c shapes, 
3) use only the constructive solid geometry (CSG) or boundary representations (B-Rep)' while an 
integration of schemes is necessary to ensure application independency, 4) a conceptual model for 
representing shapes which also serves as a database model 1s lacking in these modellers. Such a model 
IS essential in order to easily represent constraints on object orientations as well as to represent 
procedural information, and 5) the algorithms for boolean operations and volumetl-ic property 
calculation are performed by software m these systems which is a slower approach for the interactlvc 
design of complex 3-D ohjacts. An approach amenable to hardware implementation is necessary to 
inlprove the speed of response or these modellers and to enable them to be used in a real-time 
environment. To remedy some of these defects we have ~ntroduced GEODEKM (CEO metric Design 
ryste~n using the Entity-Relationship Model) which embodies a new approach based on a conceptual 
object model, the parametric model5. Some of the salient features of GEODERM are illustrated in the 
next section. 
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2. GEODERM: The organization 

'The solid modeller has been implemented on an Intel Scrics 11: 16-hlt microcompu:cr development 
system. The mmocomputer interfaces with a graphics subsystem using an 82720 graphics display 
conrroller and CORE standard paphics software. The parametric model' used in this modeller 
represents shapes at a conceptual l e d .  Lbis model allows easy description of pa ramet r i~d  shapes 
encountered in machine part design, permits user-frlendly object niodellilrg and also representation of 
more semantic information relatcd to a shape. Representations oiCSG and R-rep solids are h n d  to 
be very compact in GEODERM. The parametric mode! is represented in terms of E-R constructs" 
and since the E-R rnodel is used only to describe theconceptuai schema. the model is implcinenlrd as 
the relational model in GEODERM. The mam softwm constituents of GEODERM are the Login 
module, solid dzfinition language (SDT.), solid manipulation language (SML), the menu-interface 
module and the output proccdores module. The delinit~on and manipulation languages enable 
interactive definition and mdnipulatlon of CSG and B-rep objects. Boundary solids can also be 
detined using sweep methods4 in the meno-interface module. This module incorporates a number of 
procedures based on Euler operators'. These procediires interface with CORE standard graphics 
software and allow a graphical translation of the commands in the menu-interface module. The 
output procedures module is based on octree representationss and performs boolean operations as 
well as calculates geon~etric properties. In GEODERM, CSG and B-rep schemes are used for the 
storage of objects in thc database, while swecp rcpresentatlon schemes are used as a mcans of Input 
and the octree schcme 1s used to pcrlorm boolean operations and evaluate volumetric properties. 
Thus there is an effective integration of many reprcsentation schemes. A new algorithm has been 
developed to perform boolean operations on shapes represented by modified-octrees (M-octrees). 
Thcse octrees allow nodes of the types EDGE and VERTEX in addition to the BLACK, WHITE and 
GRAY nodes in conventional octreesR. As the boolean operation is being pcrformcd, the algorithm 
mcntioncd above generates a visual fccdback to the user. This is unlike existing algorithms which 
traverse the resultant tree once more to generate the display. This algorithm also generates a sequence 
of Euler operators for the resultant solid when both input shapes are boundary solids. The lang~~ages 
used for the implementation of this solid modeller are the programming Ianguagc Pascal and the 
8086-based pseudo-high-level language P?>/M-86. 

3. Conclusions and extensions 

The solid modeller presented in this thesis has the lollowing advantages over the existing solid 
modellers. 

1. An integration of four representation schemes enahlcs GEODERM to exploit the advantages of 
each of these schemes. 

2. Boolean operations are executed in linear time using M-octrees and hence are laster. 
3. Validity checking (a test to see if an arbitrary set offaces encloses a solid) in the ca.\e of boundary 

objects is simplified by the use of Euler operators. 
4. The conceptual model used in GEODERM specially facilrtalcs the handling of parametric solids. 

The model allows easy representation of geometric constraints and procedural information and 
increases the application independency of the model. 

5. The use of octrees makes the entire system amenable to hardware implementation using parallel 
architectures. If implemented in hardware the speed of repponse orthe modeller is greatly increased. 

To facilitate the imptementation in hardware the thesis also proposes a parallel architecture for the 
solid modeller consisting of a host processor, a geometric operations proccssor, two octree generation 
machines, a boolean operations processor as well as a processor to calculate volumetric properties. 
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The efficient hardware design of each of these modules would he a valuable extension to the work 
presented in the thesis. 

The present version of GEODERM handles only polyhedral objects with or without holes and 
curved surface solids bound by cylindrical surfaces. More primitives such as cones, spheres and tori 
can be added to the system and a method by which the system can be extended to model sculptured 
surfaces is also discussed. Lastly, the thesis also suggests the use of themodeller in conjunction with an 
expert system for vision and computer-integrated manufactunng applications to enhance the 
capabilities of such a system to store and manage information about three-dimensional solid objects. 
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Thesis Abstract (M.Sc.(Engng)) 

Passive localization of sound source in shallow waters-simulation studies by K. Anil Kumar. 
Research supervisors: P. S. Naidu and  T. S. Vedavathy. 
Department: Electrical Communication Engineering. 

1. Introduction 

Localization of sound source in shallow-water channels is an important topic of research. Two 
recently proposed algorithms for source localization, namely, TDOA estimation by phase 
reconstruction' and a HR technique, multi-image subspace algorithm (MISA) proposed by Mohan2 
were studied. The limitations of TDOA estimation technique and finite data effects on MISA are 
reported. 

2. Theory 

2.1. TDOA estimation technique 

By estimating the time delays of direct and the primary reflected rays the sonrce in ashallow water can 
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be localized using three-point method. The time delays are related to the cross-spectrum. Assuming 
the spectrum of signal source to be broad-band, the auto-terms and the cross-terms in cross- 
correlation function can be separated. Using an iterative technique', the time delays of different rays 
can be estimated from the phase of the cross-spectrum. 

2.2. Multi-image subspace algorithm 

MISA based on eigeu structure decomposition, exploits the information about shallow-channel 
geometry and has already been shown to possess all the advantages of eigen structure methods, under 
asymptotic cond~tions'.~. 

Using an M-element vertical line array, the covariance matrix R of the received signal is formed, i.e., 

R = A  W W ~ A + u ~ + u 2 1  

where A is the steering matrix ( M  x A'), W the signal vector liV x 1) corresponding to source and its 
(N - I) images, and a: and a q h e  signal and noise powers, respectively. 

Since source and its ( N  - I) images are coherent W W +  is a (N x N )  matrix of rank 1. It can be 
shown that n = W i  A' A Wu: is the eigen value of A WW + A + and the corresponding eigen vactor 
is A W 

Let E = [e,e, .  . . e,. ,] be the noise subspace of the covariance matrix R. Since eigen vectors 
corresponding to different eigen values in a covariance matrix are orthogonal, we have IEt A WI2 = 0. 

Since only noisy estimates of E are available, the above orthogonality relation may not hold good. 
Therefore true source position is given by p(r,Z)= [ I E C A  W12]-'. 

3. Results and conclusions 

3.1. TDOA algorithm 

The cross-correlation function forms the basis ofTDOAestimation technique. It is found that when the 
source and the recemer are close to the surface or  bottom boundaries the autoterms and the cross- 
terms in the correlation function are interleaved, i.e., some of the cross-term delays are smaller than 
the autoterm delays. Therefore true delay estimation is not possible. Also as the range increases, the 
auto- and cross-terms are clustered and it is difficult to separate them easily using a window. Thus 
TDOA estimation technique fails to localize the source which is close to the channel boundaries or  
which is far off from the receiver. 

3.2. MISA algorithm 

The finite data effects on MISA were studied in detail. The effect of snapshots and array SNR (ASNR) 
on detection probability was studied. The detection probability increases with increasing snapshots 
and/or ASNR (fig. 1). By defining a finer resolution window around the true sourceposit~on the bias 
or shift in peak position was studied. It is found that for low ASNR or low snapshots bias exists. MISA 
is independent of source-receiver positions, provided ASNR and/or snapshots cross certain lower 
bounds. For example, at lOdB ASNR, while 1M) snapshots are sufiicient to detect the source, at 0dB 
ASNR as high as 1500 snapshots are required. 

The behaviour of MISA estimates as a function of data length has been compared with the 
performance measure". It is shown that for a given ASNR, beyond a certain minimum number of 
snapshots, the performance of MISA is independent of source/array location. For a smaller number of 
snapshots the estimates follow the performance measure (fig. 2). 

Finally, the sensitivity of MlSA tochannel undulations is also studied. The undulations, modeled as 
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ARRAV SNR ( d B )  
FIG. 1. Detection probability - Array SNR curve. Z, = 2, = 50& R = 10001. 

RANGE IN WAVELENGTHS 
FIG. 2. Performance measure and average parametric spectrum as a function of range, R = 1000 5 = Z, = : 
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WAVE HEIGHT ( I N  AS) 
FIG. 3. Detection pbability as a [unction or wave height for dilfercnt ranges. 

sinusoidal fluctuations severely affect the MISA estimates, particularly as the range increases (fig. 3). 
T h e  detection probability decreases drastically for the undulations of the order of l/lOth of 
wavelength. This reemphasizes the need for accurate knowledge of the channel parameters and 
geometry in order t o  effcctivcly employ MISA. 
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